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What we're going to talk about



The team today 

Research & Data

Engineering Matt Flaschen
Rob Moen**
Sam Smith*

UX

Product

Kaity Hammerstein**
Moiz Syed*

Aaron Halfaker

Steven Walling
* Joined Q3
** Joined Q4



Attract the right kind of user, 
in order to sustainably grow 
our community of editors.

 The Growth team's mandate:



“By end of June 2014, we expect to achieve a sustainable increase in the 
Total Active Editors core metric by 2,400 per month, adjusting for 
seasonality and length-of-month. ”

2013-14 Annual Plan target



How we chose the target
Assumed registrations per month 120,000

Additional % of registrations that make it to 1+ 10%

(constant) % of 1+ editors that make it to 5+ 20%

(additional) # of editors (1+) 12,000

(additional) # of active editors (5+) 2,400



Our operating framework
The user lifecycle

Areas of focus

UX problems

Experimental solutions

Products



The user lifecycle
0 5 10 100+Readers Unregistered editors

Acquisition Activation Retention & Reactivation



2013-14 product roadmap
0 5 10 100+Readers Unregistered editors

Acquisition Activation Retention & Reactivation

1.  Get more anonymous 
editors to create 
accounts

2.  Deliver 
onboarding across 
wikis and devices 

3.  Improve article 
creation process

4.  Provide task suggestions & 
notifications



1. Complete A/B testing of onboarding, build out recommendations API 

2. Launch onboarding to at least one non-English Wikipedia

3. Refactor GuidedTour to improve the API and usability

4. Launch first experiments to convert anonymous editors 

5. Test improvements to Wikipedia article creation workflows 

6. Test task suggestions and workflows to improve retention

2013-14 goals



✔ Done Completed A/B testing of onboarding, built recommendations API 

✔ Done Launched onboarding on 30 Wikipedias, incl. all of top 10

✔ Done Refactored GuidedTour to improve the API and usability

✔ Done Completed first A/B test  to convert anonymous editors 

~ MVP done Launched Draft namespace and tested prototypes

~ Aiming for next two sprints Test task suggestions to improve retention

What we've shipped 



Our goal
Editor population decline: ~4.96% YoY 

Our goal: Halt the decline.

Our question: What would we need to do that?



Total active editors breakdown
Total active editors is a combination of new active editors, surviving new 
editors, and old/returning active editors. 

TAE = NAE + SNAE + OAE + RAE

Acquisition Activation 
Retention



Acquisition
baseline: 210,835
desired:  243,196
delta:  +32,361
prop. delta:  15.35%

Breakdown: 2014-15 targets
Activation
baseline:  5.3%
desired: 6.1%
delta = 0.81%
prop. delta = 15.35%

Retention
baseline = 11.78
desired = 21.98
delta = 10.20%
prop. delta = 86.59%



Acquisition: by June 2015, we will increase (compared to a control) new 
registrations across Wikimedia projects by 15%.

Activation: by June 2015, we will increase (compared to a control) the rate 
at which new registrations become active editors by 15%.

Retention: by June 2015, we will increase (compared to a control) the 
survival rate of active editors on Wikimedia projects by 86%.

2014-15 targets: first draft



How much have we improved conversion to date?

Account creation tests: +4% acquisition

Anonymous signup invite test: +200% acquisition

Onboarding tests: +2% activation at 1+ rate

Moving these numbers



Key users

Anonymous editors

“I've edited before. Why 
should I create an 

account?”

“I've made my first edits. 
What's my next step?”

“I want to start a new 
article. Where do I begin?”

New editors New article creators



Draft 2014-15 product roadmap
Q1:  Anonymous editor acquisition products tested and released on top 
Wikipedias.

Q2: Personalized task suggestions and notifications for new editors 
released. 

Q3: Improvements to article creation entry points A/B tested and released. 
A/B testing complete of Draft publish/unpublish workflow (in English 
Wikipedia at minimum).

Q4: Enhanced new article/draft creation tools (e.g. notifications, Flow 
integration, and automated quality heuristics) released.



Targeted acquisition 
1. Focus on users with high motivation to edit
2. Make login/signup easier 



Task suggestions & notifications
Suggest interesting things to edit and showing users how.



1. Mobile Web & Apps
2. Analytics
3. Community Engagement 
4. Team Practices Group
 

Key dependencies 



1. Analytics/Research support
2. Community liaison help for meaty projects
3. Team Practices Group support

2014-15 resource needs 


